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INTRODUCTION

The Schreiber Area properties of Continental 

Energy Corporation and livingstone Energy Corporation 

were explored by airborne geophysical surveys and det 

ailed prospecting. The Acrodat Heliocopter-Borne mag 

netic, electromagnetic and VLF-JCM survey was conducted 

on April 9, 1985. The prospecting program consisted of 

detailed examination of all of the old showings and 

prospects within the area, a ground investigation of 

all A.E.M. anomalies within the group and careful 

examination of the claims adjacent to Worthington Bay. 

The investigation of many prospects on patented claims 

not owned or under option to the Companies involved 

but lying within or adjacent to the claims; groups was 

necessary for a proper evaluation of the Companies' 

claims. The prospecting was done during the period July 

5 to September 25, 1983; a total of 56 days-work involved 

for each member; the team composed of V/.N.Baker, Swastika, 

Ontario, C.J.Baker, Timmins, Ontario and H.J.Gory, 

Timmins, Ontario.

The writer visited the properties October 1st 

and 2nd to. examine a number of the showings for an 

evaluation of the exploration potential of the Companies' 

claims.

All published geological data and data in the 

O.G.S. assessment files in Thunder Bay were.reviewed for 

the purpose of the evaluation.
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The properties consist of tv/o groups of

contiguous claims totalling 161 claims comprising

approximately 6000 acres as follows:

Priske Township

TB655901 TB655945-46 TB655948-50 

TB655952-53 TB655955-56 TB655960-69 

TB655971-77 TB655979-85 TB655988 

TBG55990-91 TB656124-56 TB662701-18' 

TB662720-21 TB66272J-90

Copper Island Township

TB655986-87 TB655989.

Recording dates of the claims were at various 

times during October and November, 1982. TVs c; airborne 

surveys have been applied as assessment credits ex 

tending the due dates to 1985. 

LOCATION ft ACCESS

The claims are located in Priske and the 

adjoining section of Copper Island Townships, in the
s.

Thunder Bay Mining Division, Ontario. The claims cover 

the western two-thirds of the Schreiber peninsula and 

extend to the shore of Lake Superior. The town of 

Schreiber lies immediately to the north of the claims.

The claims are readily accessible from highway 

17 which passes through the northeastern section of the
~ "" . . ,

property, and also are accessible by bush roads which 

traverse the property south from highway 17 to
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Worthington Bay on Lake Superior. The Canadian Pacific 

Railway crosses the northeast section rf the gr"up 

and the main hydro line in the area transctc the 

claims. 

.TOPOGRAPHY lSe COVJ-R

The topography is rugged, sharp cliffs along 

the shoreline of Lake Superior rising into a seies of 

hills with elevations to 900 feet approximately above 

lake level.Deep valleys lie between the hills, many 

linear in form reflecting the faulting in the formations. 

An area of outwash sand occupies part of the Worthington 

Pault lineament.

Outcrop is common particularly along the chore- 

line of Lake Superior and on the upper parts of most 

high hills and ridges.

Timber, at present, is all second growth 

spruce, balsam, birch, poplar and scrub maple and alder. 

Some trees to 18 inches are present locally. 

HISTORY s N

Exploration activity in the area was carried 

out primarily for gold from 1896 to 1939, but later 

exploration was extended to the search for copper and 

copper-molybdenum.

Jn 1897 the Davis Sulphur Company carried out 

mining operations on the Morley Showing. In 1900 Peter 

McKellar located many gold-bearing quarts veins on what 

later became the North Shore Gold Mine. In 1934 a mill
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was erected and the nine operated until 1937. During the 

period 19CO t~ 1937 o n'urber "f veins mineral j zed with 

chalcopyrite, sphalerite, galena, gold ar.d silver were 

located and explored. Copper-^ciolybdenum mineralisation 

was explored by UnivcA Corporation in 1969 and 1970. 

GECLCCY ' -

Genera!! — Approximately three-quarters of the claims 

area is underlain by massive coarse-grained pink to rod 

hornblende biotite granite and syenite. In the western 

section, intermediate to felsic aphanitic flews with 

lesser mafic flows and interflow mineralized slaty to 

cherty sediments lie between the V/orthington Bay and 

Fourth Lake faults. The same formations also extend 

from V/orthington Bay to SchreibeV Point along the north 

shore of lake Superior in a belt approximately one-half 

mile wide.

Three major faults,1 the V/orthington Bay, Fourth 

Lake and Schreiber Point, strike north to N150ft across 

the west section of the area and are marked by prominent 

topographic features. Movement is indicated to be west 

eide north. 

Profjpectri Kxnmincd

- Armstrong Vein - A narrow white calcite vein 

heavily mineralized with sphalerite and galena has 

been traced for a distance of approximately 200 feet.

The vein occupies a narrow tight fracture zone in
t 

dark-colored volcanic. Width rangeo from an inch to j-

a maximum, with some parallel stringers, of 24 inches, '
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It is cut off by a diabase dike to the south and 

pinches out to the north. Strike is N5 0 K and dip 60C 

to 65 0 to the we.st. The Eri* Canadian (Sylvanite)
4

sampling shows values from 0.04 to 0.25 "zs gold and 

14.38 to 65.66 ozs silver across widths from 0.33' to

1.39 1 .

Old drill setups to the east of the vein

indicate at least four holes drilled circa 1940. The 

amount of core suggests lengths of from 175' to 400', 

sufficient to have intersected the vein. No core split 

for sampling was seen and only minor amounts of vein 

material noted.

Baker Find - Baker located mineralization in 

the bed of Worthington Creek approximately \ mile 

to the south of the Univex showings. This is poorly 

exposed and could not be traced due to high wator and 

overburden. Where seen, a tension fracture in massive 

granite strikes approximately N600E, appears to dip 

vertical and is occupied by a 12 inch wide quartz 

vein heavily mineralized with pyrite and chalcopyrite, 

One Baker sample assayed 2.57 ozs gold and 3.22 ozs 

silver; a grab sample by the writer 1.40 ozs gold and 

1.67 ozs silver.

Blanchford Vein - A narrow quartz vein 

occupying a tight fracture in granite has been traced 

by trenching for a length of approximately 400 feet. 

Strike Is pant-west and dip 500 to the south. Width 

varies from an inch to a maximum of 12 inches.



Mineralization s^nsists of molybdenite with 

chalcopyrite ?nd pyrite. Three Baker camples ranged 

from Mil to 0.01 ozs gold and Mil to 0.09 c;;s silver.

C .D'" y/ ne y C c c u r r c r. c e - A. magnetite ir^n 

formation lying between maficand intermediate flows 

is heavily mineralized with pyrrhotite and pyrite. 

Four old trenches were cleaned out and three samples 

taken for assay. All returned Nil gold. An old adit 

is collapsed and could not be examined. No base metnl 

values are reported in the old records.

Gale Vein - A three to four foot wide v/hite 

quartz vein in granite has been traced approximately 

800 feet in a N80OE direction. Dip is approximately 

vertical. The vein is well mineralized with chalcopyrite. 

Three samples by C.D.IIustcn in 1971 ranged from Trace

to 0.16 ozs gold, Trace to 3.7 ozs silver and -Q.28% 

to 14.0?4 copper; two Baker samples 0.005 ozs and 0.02 

ozs gold.

A shaft was sunk on the went end of the vein 

to a depth of 255 feet and 525 feet of crosscutting 1 

and drifting completed on the 240- foot level. An 

examination of the dump shows some quartz vein material 

however not nearly enough to suggest extensive veining 

in the underground workings.

- An old trench was cleaned out

find a carbonate vein 12 inches more or less in width 

containg galena was sampled. The one samples assayed 

0.01 oso gold and 20.64 ozs oliver .
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Lcnrworth r. i Tver - A 20-foot shaft sunk in 

1922 was located and the dump examined. The old reports 

record a two-f';ct v/ide calcite vein with a stringer 

of galena and native silver in leaf and nugget form. At

present no vein material is evident in outcrop or in 
the dump. One sample assayed 0.02 czs gold and 0.06 ozs

silver.

McKenzie Ve-in - A shaft approximately 30- 

feet deep with accompanying dump lies in massive granite. 

No vein material can be seen in place, however, white 

quartz with some chalcopyrite and molybdenite is 

present in the dunsp material . Three Baker samples

.assayed from Nil to 0.09 ozs gold and 0.01. to 0.57 ozs 

silver. *

Worley Shewi m; - A wide gossan zone is

traceable for a minimum of 1600 feet with widths (gossan) 

of approximately 50 feet. Surface work consisted of
*

extensive trenching, a shaft and an adit. The zone 

is an interflow sediment comprised of non-graphitic 

slates, chert, sugary quartzite and veins or beds of 

massive pyrite and pyrrhotite. Armstrong, the present 

owner, reports an average, of 2.7/6 to 3.2# zinc from 

a number of samples. Three Baker samples indicate no 

gold values; one containing .0.06^5 zinc.

Pi t ka n ne n O c cur r e ne e - Chalcopyrite arid 

molybdenite mineralization in and related to quartz 

stringers and veins was extensively explored by several j

companies in the past. The showings wore located and . i' - i
two representative samples takon. 'J'-hese assayed 0.01 ozs ;



gold and 0.39 ~zs silver, and Nil gold respectively.

P.nkalenky ~ Old workings - pits, trenches- 

en gold-bearing quartz veins were located and tied in 

with rela'ticn to the United Continental - Livingstone 

claims. Since they are located at least one claim distant, 

no further work was done.

Univex Showings . - A series of east-west 

tension fractures in granite contain 'quartz stringers 

from 1" to 3" in width mineralized with erratrc concen 

trations of chalcopyrite and molybdenite. Extensive work 

by Univex in 1969 failed to locate any significant 

mineralization. Twelve Baker samples ranged from 

0.005 to 0.04 ozs gold and 0.05 to 0.63 ozs silver.

Worthington Bay Mo.1 v A copper-gold occurrence 

shown on O.G.S. Preliminary Map P.2417 was located, 

traced, trenched and sampled. This is an 8 inch to 12 

inch wide quartz vein in a narrow shear in granite 

striking N150B traced for a length of approximately 600 

feet. Twelve sanfples assayed 0.002 to 0.05 ozs gold and 

0.02 to 0.92 ozs silver.

Worthington Bay Ho.2 - A .silver - copper 

occurrence shown on O.G.S. Preliminary Map P,2417 was 

located and examined. This proved to be a 6" to 12" 

wide quartz - filled shear in granite striking N20CE. 

Two samples assayed 0,005 ozs gold and 0.53 ozs silver, 

Nil gold and 0.10 ozs silver. '-.



AIBCRN" GISrriiYSICAL SURVEY

The technicsl data, description of surveys, 

interpretation of surveys and survey Taps are i ri the 

accompanying "Report on Combined Helioccpter-Borne 

Magnetic, Electromagnetic and VI.F-IS. Survey" by Acrrdat. 

A.E.H.FOLLOW-UP

Ten A.12. H. anomalies were investigated on the 

ground by prospecting only. These are numbered on the 

accompanying maps in accordance with that on the A.E.M, 

map for reference.

Anoma]y 8 ~ Located in Lake Superior adjacent 

to granite cliffs on the shoreline. Possibly related 

to the Schreiber Point f au], t but more likely a topo 

graphic effect. ,

Anonnlios 12-13 - These represent the Morley 

pyritc-pyrrhotite zone.

Anomaly 14 - This anomaly lies in massive 

granite in the vicinity of the McKenzie Vein. The amount 

of mineralization in the vein is insufficient to give a 

conductor. Possibly an overburden effect due to nearby
•v

swamp or \7orthington Creek.

Anomaly 15 ~. Located in low ground adjacent to 

a hill; possibly topographic or overburden effect.

Anomaly 18 -'Represents the C.Downey 

pyrrho,tite-pyritc-tnagnctite zone.

Anomalies E0~ri ~ Located in an overburden 

area; possibly a similar source to No.18. Aeromagnetic 

correlation supports this interpretation.



Anomalies 2?-?? - Correlates with a deep 

(fault?) valley in rocky hills ; no cbviouc sr-urcc; 

probably related to the fault.

Anomalies ?.A - .Located along the shoreline of 

Lake Superior; probable topographic effect. 

SUMMARY

The airborne surveys have confirmed the Morley 

(anomaly 12-13) and the C.Dov/ney (anomaly 18) massive 

pyrite-pyrrhotite occurrences. Anomaly 20-21 has magnetic 

correlation and may have a similar source, however lies 

under overburden. The remaining anomalies (8, 14, 15, 

22-23, 24) all appear to be related to topography or 

conductive overburden.

The prospecting progranj failed to upgrade any 

of the old prospects, however did locate one new vein - 

the Baker Find. 

RiiCQMIfflNDATICHS ' .
t

No further work at this time pending develop 

ments on the Zenmac base metal property to the north and 

the Mitchum gold property to the northeast.

At some future date the Baker Find warrents 

warrants additional prospecting and trenching.

Should developments upgrade the property, then 

the central block fault of felsic volcanics and the 

adjoining portions of the granite intrusions containing

the known showings warrent exploration in the form of j
j 

detailed geological-structural mapping and geophysical

surveys.
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CERTIFICATION

I, H. D. (Douglas) McLeod, P.Eng., of 

673 Norman Ave., in the City of North Bay, Province 

of Ontario, hereby certify as follows concerning my 

report on' the United Continental Energy Corporation - 

Livingstone Knergy Corporation properties in the 

Schreiber Area of Ontario dated October 198J:

(1) l am a member in good standing of the 

Association of Professional Engineers 

of the Province of Ontario.

(2) I am a graduate of Queeri"s University, 

Kingston, Ontario with a Ba.Sc. degree 

in Geology and Mineralogy obtained in 

1946.

l have been actively practising my 

profession in Canada for a period of 

40 years.

I have no direct or indirect interest 

in the Properties nor do I expect to 

receive any.

(5) -The attached, report is a product of:

(a) A field examination of many of the 

showings.

(b) A study., of the data provided by the 

Baker prospecting team and discussi; 

the results with C. J. Baker.

(c) A study of O.G.S. publishe/if) 

and assessment data.

Dated at North Bay, thin 27th dny of Octo

(4)
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FISHER FINANCIAL CORPORATION 

SCHREIBER AREA CLAIMS

Introduction;

The writer was requested to submit a geological report on the 

Fisher Financial Corporation claims in the Schreiber area, District of
te

Thunder Bay, Ontario, by Geological Engineering Services Limited of 

North Bay.

Recent developments in the Hemlo gold area some 58 miles to 

the east, and on the Zenmac property some 1^ miles to the northwest, have 

sparked a renewed interest in the Schreiber area. The discovery of a 

major gold deposit at Hemlo, in the same belt of early Precambrian rocks 

which are present in this area indicates that a new evaluation should be 

made. The recent discovery of a new high grade zinc ore body with 

associated copper and silver values on the Zenmac property is considered 

to be of great significance to this area. The new discovery is of the 

volcanogenic type, and opens up the possibility of additional deposits 

in the same geological environment.

A review of all available data has been carried out by the 

writer, and specific recommendations for the exploration of the Fisher
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property are to be found within the body of this report. These 

recommendations include airborne magnetic and electro-magnetic surveys 

ground geophysics, geological mapping, soil sampling, and diamond

drilling.

KEY MAP

SCALE i inch * 35

Location and Means of Access;

The Fisher Financial Corporation claims are located in priske 

and Copper Island Townships, in the Thunder Bay Mining Division, Ontario. 

The claims cover the west side of the Schreiber peninsula and extend to 

the shore of Lake Superior. The property also covers a large area to the 

southeast of the Town of Schreiber. The claims are readily accessible 

from highway 17 which passes through the northeast section of the property, 

and are also accessible via bush roads which connect with the Town of 

Schreiber. The Canadian pacific Railway traverses the northeastern 

section of the group and the main hydro line in the area transects the 

claims.
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The property consists of three groups of unpatent, contiguous 

claims. A. total of 12 claims comprising approximately 2,840 acres make 

up the three groups.
Data relative to these claims is as follows:

Claim Numbers Recording Dates

T.B. 655901 November 8, 1982
T.B. 655945 October 27, 1982
T.D. 655946 Hovernber 8, 1982
T.B. 655948-50 inclusive October 27, 1982
T.3. 655952 November 8, 1982
T.B. 655953 October 2?, 1982
T.B. 655955-6 October 2?, 1982
T.B. 655960-69 inclusive October 27, 1982
T.B. 655971-77 inclusive October 27, 1982
T.B. 655979-91 inclusive October 27, 1982
T.B. 662701-17 inclusive October 27, 1982
T.B. 662720-22 inclusive October 27, 1?82
T.B. 662739 October 27, 1962
T.B. 662780-86 inclusive October 27, 1982
T.B. 662787-90 inclusive November 8, 1982

History of the Area;

Intermittent exploration and development work has been carried 

out in the area since 1896. Limited gold production was obtained from 
the North Shores Gold Nines Limited property, and also from the Karkness- 
Hayes property. The area was very active in the mis 1930*s when many ' 
gold discoveries were made in the area northeast of the Fibher ground, 
including the Gold Range, Otisse, and the Harkness-Uayes properties. 
The Morley Showing;

This showing consists of massive sulphides., including pyrite 
pyrrhotite, and minor chalcopyrite. This property, which is almost 
surrounded by the Fisher claims, has been explored by rook trenches, and 
from underground by means of an adit. A 12 inch quartz vein containing 
gold and silver values has been mapped on thie property. 

The North Shores Ooid Mines Limited property;
This property was brought into production in the late 1930*s 

following diamond drilling and underground development, by means of adits 
and drifts. A 25 ton per day mill was erected and 3,808 tons were milled 
for a production of 2,441 ounces of gold and 226 ounces of silver.



The recovered grade was .64 ounces of gold per ton. The property i s 

reported to have reserves of 75 'tons per vertical foot over a 12 inch 

width, grading .50 ounces gold per ton.

The Fisher property is located one claim (1320 feet) to the 

east, on strike of the main North Shore vein.
* . -

The Harkness-Hayes property: : ...

This property is located adjacent to the east side of the Fisher 

property. Surface and underground work was carried out on 8 parallel 

veins during the 1930's, and a 25 ton test mill was erected to sample the 

ore. production of 194 ounces of gold was obtained at a recovered grade 

of 2.49 ounces per ton.

The Gale property:

This property consisted of the whole of the Schreiber Peninsula 

and included most of the claims now held by the Fisher Financial Corporation. 

An airborne electro-magnetic survey was completed in 1970* and although 

several anomalies were indicated, no follow up work was undertaken. Six 

of these anomalies were present on ground now held by Fisher.

General Geology of the Area;

The general area is underlain by early precambrian lavas and 

sediments, which trend east-west. These older rocks have been intruded 

by porphyritic hornblende granite and syenite, which underlie large 

areas of the region. A series of northwest trending diabase dykes have 

intruded the lavas and the granites in the area.

Geology of the Fisher Financial Corporation Property;

The Fisher claims are underlain by early precambrian lavas of 

the intermediate and basic types. The west side of the Schreiber 

Peninsula is mainly underlain by granite and syenite, although lava is 

also present along the south and west shores. Frequent northwest 

trending diabase dykes intrude both the lava and the granite. Several 

northeast striking faults, including the Schreiber Point fault and the 

Worthington Bay fault have disected the property.
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Conclusions;

The Fisher Financial Corporation claims are situated in an area 

where frequent gold occurrences have been reported. While the gold bearing 

structures found to date have been relatively narrow, the area is considered 

to be an excellent location for gold exploration, due to the widespread 

occurrence of the metal. There is a good possibility that stronger 

structures exist in the area, and that they may be found by detailed 

exploration techniques. Faulting appears to be important in the local 

ization of the gold bearing veins, particularly where the granite and 

syenite have been faulted against the lavas. In view of the frequency 

of faulting, there appears to be a good chance that related gold bearing 

structures may exist on the property.

In view of the presence of base metals in the area, there is a 

possibility that copper and zinc sulphides may occur in the interflow 

horizons between the basic and intermediate.flows.

Recommendat i ons;

It is recommended that an airborne magnetic and electro-magnetic 

survey be undertaken over the property. Ttje purpose of these surveys 

would be to locate conductors caused by sulphides which might be associated 

with gold and/or base metals. These surveys would also be useful in 

locating and confirming the anomalies indicated in the 1970 airborne 

survey. The property should be flown on north-south lines an 1/8 of a 

mile intervals.

Any conductors obtained from the airborne survey should be 

located on the ground by means of VLF electro-magnetic work.

It is recommended that detailed geological mapping be undertaken 

on the claims. East-west base lines should be established where required 

and north south cross lines should be cut at 200 foot intervals.

Upon completion of the mapping, soil sampling for gold, copper 

and zinc should be carried out in the more potential areas, such as near 

faults and contacts, and in the area of geophysical anomalies.

It is further recommended that a programme of diamond drilling
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be undertaken to investigate the targets indicated by the geophysical

surveys, geological mapping and the soil sampling programmes. A minimum 

of 5,000 feet of A core drilling will be required for the second and 

third phases of the programme.

It is suggested that an effort be made to option the ground 

that is surrounded or almost surrounded by the Fisher claims, in order 

that a single contiguous block of claims can be assembled. The North 

Shores Gold Mines Property and the Morley claims are of considerable 

interest, and would add greatly to the potential of the property.

Costs;

The cost of the recommended exploration programme will be 

approximately as follows;

phase l

5,626.00 

341200.00 

45,600.00

Airborne surveys 75 miles @ 375*00 Per mile

Line cutting 72 claims, 114 miles ® J 300 per mile

Geological mapping, report 114 miles @ 8400 per mile

contingincies

total for phase l

Phase 2

Ground VLF electro-magnetic surveys 30 miles @ 8500 per mile 

Soil sampling 20 miles @ SI 1200 per mile

Diamond drilling 2,000 feet A core drilling @ 820.00 per foot 

Engineering and assaying

contingincies

total for phase 2

phase 3

Diamond drilling 3 ( 000 feet of A core drilling @ 820.00 

Engineering and assaying

contingincies

total for phase 3

85,426.00
8,542.60

893,968.60

15,000.00
24,000.00

40,000.00

8,000.00

87,000.00

8,700.00

895,700.00

60,000.00
12,000.00

72,000.00

7,200.00

879,200.00
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Phase l 93,968.60 

Phase 2 95,700.00 

Phase 3 79*200.00

Total estimated cost of exploration programme S268,868.60

It is suggested that an application for designation under the 

Ontario Mineral Exploration Programme Act be made. If approval of the 

recommended programme is obtained, a 25/0 rebate would reduce the cost 

of the recommended programme to 8201,651.45-

Respectfully submitted,

Paul C. McLean M.A.Sc. 
Consulting Geologist.
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CERTIPICATE

I, Paul C. McLean, of the City of North Bay, in the District 
of Nipissing, do hereby certify as follows;

1. I am a consulting Mining Geologist, residing in the City 
of North Bay, Ontario, Canada.

2. l am a graduate of the University of Toronto, Faculty of 
Applied Science and Engineering, in the course of Mining 
Geology, 1950* I hold the degrees of B.A.Se. and M.A.Se. 
in Mining Geology.

3. I am a practicing mining exploration consultant, and in that 
capacity I have specialized in gold exploration for the past 
27 years.

4. I have no direct or indirect interest whatsoever nor do I 
expect to receive any in the property of Fisher Financial 
Corporation, or in the Securities thereof.

5. The accompanying report is based on the author's knowledge 
of the area, and was written with reference to government 
publications and assessment work data.

Dated at North Bay, Ontario, 

this 20th day of February, 1983.

Paul C. McLean M.A.Se, 
Consulting Geologist.
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APPENDIX

References;

This report was written with reference to the following 

publications:

Schreiber-Duck Lake Area by percy E. Hopkins, Ontario Department of 
Mines Vol XXX part iv, 1921.

Mines of Ontario, Ontario Department of Mines Vol XXXI part x, 1922. 

Mines of Ontario, Ontario Department of Mines, Vol XLII part i, 1933*

Mines of Ontario in 19341 Ontario Department of Mines, Vol XLIV part i 
1935-

Mines in Ontario in 1935 f Ontario Department of Mines Vol XLV, part i, 
1936.

The Southwestern part of the Schreiber Area by G.A. Harcourt, Ontario 
Department of Mines Vol XLVII, part ix, 1938.

Gold Deposits of Ontario part l by S.A. Ferguson et al, Mineral 
Resources Circular No. 13i 1971*

Precambrian Geology of the Schreiber Area, east part, Preliminary map 
P.2391 by W.M. Carter 1981.

Precambrian Geology of the Terrace Bay Area, west sheet, Preliminary Map 
P.2417 by W.M Carter, 198!.

The Northern Miner 1982 and 1983. Published reports on the Hemlo and 
Zenmac area developments.

A search of the assessment work files in Toronto produced 
reference material pertaining to previous work completed on the Fisher 
Financial Corporation claims.

Maps;

A claim map of Priske Township on a scale of l inch to g- mile 
showing the Fisher Financial Corporation claims in red is appended to 
this report.
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SWASTIKA LABORATORIES LIMITED
i'.o. BOX 10, ;;WASI IK/V, ON i AHIO POK no

TELEPHONE: (705)642-3244 
ANALYTICAL CHEMISTS* ASSAYERS* CONSULTANTS

(toitftratr of Analysts

Certificate No. 56178

Received October 3, 1983

]jato: _ October 7, 1983 

Samples/ of -j;__ ___.J

Submitted by Mr. H. D. McLeod, North Bay, Ontario

SAMPLE NO.

No Number 

Second Pulp ..

GOLD 
Oz./ton

1.33
1.32

.1.52
1.44

.ILW 
Oz./ton

..67

Per .

ESTABLISHED 1928

G. Lebel - Manager
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UNITED CONTINENTAL ENERGY CORP. 
LI VI NGS TONE .^NRRGY CORP.
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PROSPECTING GEOPHYSICS LTD.

AIRBORNE ELECTROMAGNETIC SURVEY 

PROFILES - 955 Hz (coaxial) 

- L.IVIM AC
TERRACE BAY AREA

ONTARIO

)CALE l/ 15,840 
o /2 Mile

Kilometre

T AERODAT LIMITED

April 1983 
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100 gammas.

50 gammas

10 gammas.

PROSPECTING GEOPHYSICS LTD.

TOTAL FIELD MAGNETIC MAP

Ufc4 \-reo CONTINENTAL. —

TERRACE BAY AREA

^CALE. l/ 15,840 
O

April 1983

T AERODAT LIMITED



LEGEND

PROSPECTING GEOPHYSICS LTD.

VLF-EM 
NAA (MAINE) 17.8 KHz.

COMTIKIEWTAU — Ut

TERRACE BAY AREA
ONTARIO

1/2
:;CALL l/ 15,840 

o 1/2 Mile

t
Kilometre

April 1983 

42 D 
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